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Immerse yourself in a world of peace and 
coziness under the open sky. Summer or winter, 
Feu du Jardin® garden fires will give you that 
feeling. Enjoy fine dining and cozy togetherness 
in your garden. Feu du Jardin® is a Swiss 
brand that constantly develops new innovative 
products in the field of Home Outdoor Living.

FIRE BOWLS -  
THE NEW GARDEN 
TREND FOR ALL 
SEASONS

www.feudujardin.com
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The WAVE is a unique looking firepit, which also offers a lot for func-
tionality. The curved shapes in combination with the oval fire ope-
ning makes it look unique from any angle. The stable, square base 
also draws a beautiful, wavy profile on the hemisphere. Despite the 
design elements, functionality is not neglected. 
The overall package is rounded off with the large stainless-steel 
plate for easy food preparation, the integrated fire basket for easy 
cleaning and a device for the optional, height-adjustable and  
swiveling grill grate.

WAVE RUST OPTICS
Ø 98 x 57 cm

Unique design

Large stainless steel plate (5 mm thickness)

Air-flushed fire pan for minimized smoke development

Large ash container for easy cleaning

Integrated device for grill grate and other accessories
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BRAND-NEW
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Rust optic
Art. No.: 20.500.098

EAN: 7640154916302

NEW & UNIQUE  

FIRE BOWL DESIGN

Accessories

You will find suitable accessories  
from page 34
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TRIA BLACK & RUST OPTICS
Ø 98 x 53 cm

TRIA - a garden fire in a class of its own - impresses with its mini-
malism and restrained elegance. The name gives away the unique 
shape of the fire opening - an innovative three-plate design with 
sail-shaped stainless steel plates.  
What at first glance seems like a decorative design feature has 
functional reasons. Three simple feet complete the design and gua-
rantee stability on any surface.

NEW

NEW & UNIQUE  

FIRE BOWL DESIGN
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3 large stainless steel plates (thickness 5 mm) with grill and 
plancha function

Suitable grill and swivel arm available as accessories

Air-flushed fire pan for minimized smoke development

Large ash container for easy cleaning



Black
Art. No.: 20.500.094

EAN: 7640154916265

Rust optic 
Art. No.: 20.500.092

EAN: 7640154916241

NEW
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Accessories

You will find suitable accessories  
from page 34
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FYRO 80 BLACK & RUST OPTICS
Ø 78 x 100 cm

Black
Art. No.: 20.500.070
EAN: 7640154914674

Rust optic
Art. No.: 20.500.071
EAN: 7640154915589

The FYRO 80 is an ideal fireplace at home, in the garden, 
or on the terrace. Suitable for grilling and cooking on the 
hot stainless steel plate. Provides a pleasant  
atmosphere and feel-good ambiance at home from 
Easter to Christmas.

Accessories

You will find suitable accessories  
from page 34
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CUBE 1000 BLACK
75 × 75 × 100 cm

The garden fire CUBE 1000 from Feu du Jardin® magically creates a wonder-
ful atmosphere in your garden in the play with fire. The convenient working 
height of 100 cm makes grilling even more comfortable. Different heat zones 
can be created on the 4 large stainless-steel plates for versatile grilling plea-
sure. 
The overall package is completed with the swiveling and height-adjustable 
grill grate and a lid that allows the CUBE 1000 to be used as a barbecue table.
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Material thickness body: 3 mm

With 4-piece grill plate made of stainless steel 5 mm

Incl. high-quality grill rate & swivel arm

Large ash container for easy cleaning

Incl. practical metal cover

Ideal wooden shelf under the fire basket

Grill grate Ø 38 cm 

Swivel arm

Metal lid

Including

Black
Art. No.: 20.500.032
EAN: 7640154913479
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CARRE 750 BLACK & RUST OPTICS 
75 x 75 x 45 cm

Incl. high-quality stainless steel accessories grill grate & swivel arm

With 4-piece grill plate made of stainless steel 5 mm

Material thickness body: 3 mm

Large ash container for easy cleaning

Incl. practical metal cover

Grill grate Ø 38 cm 

Swivel arm

Metal lid

Including
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Black
Art. No.: 20.500.105
EAN: 7640154916326

Rust optic
Art. No.: 20.500.106
EAN: 7640154916333

Incl. high-quality stainless steel accessories grill grate & swivel arm

With 4-piece grill plate made of stainless steel 5 mm

Material thickness body: 3 mm

Large ash container for easy cleaning

Incl. practical metal cover

On the CARRE 750 you can fry hot, simply 
keep warm - or all together! With the 4 stain-
less steel plates (5 mm thick) everything is 
possible. In addition, the height-adjustable 
grill grate Ø 38 cm with the swivel arm offers 
an additional grilling surface if required and 
the possibility of preparation directly over the 
fire. 
 
The included metal cover allows you to  
protect your CARRE 750 from the elements 
after use.
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TOP UP RUST OPTIC 
Ø 78 x 80 cm

Comfortable grill and working height

Elegant rust look, eye-catcher for every garden

High-quality stainless steel plate for easy food preparation

Base frame with practical wood storage

Suitable grill rack & swivel arm available as accessories

Rust optic 
Art. No.: 20.500.068
EAN: 7640154914971

NEW

Accessories

You will find suitable accessories  
from page 34
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Comfortable grill and working height

Elegant rust look, eye-catcher for every garden

High-quality stainless steel plate for easy food preparation

Base frame with practical wood storage

Suitable grill rack & swivel arm available as accessories

TOP UP – an attractive eye catcher for every garden.  
Modern, high-quality garden fire in vintage rust look with a large-
stainless steel plate for easy grilling. The TOP UP is handmade in 
Europe. Simple but elegant base frame with a wooden storage 
and stable side walls – fitting perfectly into the homely outdoor 
ambience.
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Solid, high quality fire bowl

Practical, 2-part base

Campfire atmosphere in your own garden

X 50 BLACK & RUST OPTIC 
Ø 55 x 28 cm

Black
Art. No.: 20.500.062
EAN: 7640154914599

Rust optic 
Art. No.: 20.500.090
EAN: 7640154916128

The X-shaped base has a clear, no-frills design and 
can be stowed away with the smallest possible space 
requirement when needed. 
The X-models - whether in black or rust - are easy to 
transport and quickly ready for use.
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X 70 BLACK & RUST OPTIC 
Ø 75 x 40 cm

Black
Art. No.: 20.500.063
EAN: 7640154914605

Rust optic
Art. No.: 20.500.074
EAN: 7640154915619

The X-shaped base has a clear, no-frills design and 
can be stowed away with the smallest possible space 
requirement when needed. 
The X-models - whether in black or rust - are easy to 
transport and quickly ready for use.
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* Reference video

OUTDOOR-OVEN 
DELUXE RUST OPTIC
Art. No.: 20.500.075
EAN: 7640154915626
Dimension: 85 x 62 x 165 cm
Weight: 34 kg
Material: Corten steel
Air supply: adjustable

Heat dispenser; spend long and cozy evenings 
in your garden together with family & friends. 
With the matching pan you can prepare tea, 
mulled wine, goulash or cheese fondue. 
 
A comfortable working height and a suitable 
grill grate for direct grilling round off the scope 
of delivery.

Cheese fondueGoulash Mulled wine

Included

Stainless steel pan with lid,
Stainless steel grill grate and ash pan

Sausages
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NEW
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WOODRACKS
Woodracks are simple helpers, always ready with wood for your garden fire. Next 
to the fire bowl in the garden or next to the fireplace in the living room. The prac-
tical Woodracks are mobile and therefore always ready for use. The Woodracks 
are a nice accessory to store your firewood or your small wine supply.
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REQ ONE
Art.-No.: 20.550.013
EAN: 7640154913509

Wooden shelf for approx. 25 kg
Decorative and space-saving

Also goes well with  
woodburning stoves

Weight: 6.3 kg
40 x 41 x 100 cm

REQ ROUND
Art.-No.: 20.550.015
EAN: 7640154913516

Wooden shelf for approx. 20 kg
Coated steel

Also goes well with  
woodburning stoves

Weight: 6.8 kg
30 x 57 x 55 cm

REQ CARRY
Art.-No.: 20.550.019
EAN: 7640154913523

Wooden shelf for approx. 15 kg
Stainless steel

Practical carrying strap
Weight: 4.8 kg

35 x 56 x 22 cm
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WOODEN STOOL CONVI
The decorative wooden stools made of larch wood are the perfect accessory for 
your fire bowl. Enjoy long barbecues with family and friends around your garden 
fire or around the campfire. The wooden stools are very comfortable thanks to 
their ergonomically shaped seat. Installation is simple and they can be stacked 
to save space.
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Wooden stool CONVI
Art.-No.: 20.550.046
EAN: 7640154916319

Decorative, ergonomically shaped, 
stackable

Weight: 5.4 kg
44 x 32 x 43 cm

NEW
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SERVING TROLLEY 
SERVICE

The mobile serving trolley is made of sturdy and du-
rable steel construction, finished with a high-quality 
coating. Not only does it provide ample space to store 
plates, cutlery, sauces and beverages, but it can also 
be used as an extended kitchen counter for barbecue 
preparation.

Serving trolley  
SERVICE

Art.-No.: 30.200.007
EAN: 7640154916456

Weight: 18 kg
129 x 60 x 81 cm
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Handle and plastic wheels for easy movement

Large storage areas

Chrome-plated suspension hooks for accessories ready to hand

Extra compartment for spices

Plastic caps to prevent unwanted movement during use

BRAND-NEW
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BARBECUE CART 
PRIME
The mobile serving trolley has a sturdy and durable 
steel construction with a high quality paint finish. The 
large storage compartments and shelves provide am-
ple space not only for barbecue equipment such as a 
pizza oven or electric grill, but also for plates, bowls and 
cutlery for food preparation. The large, enclosed storage 
compartment is ideal for storing useful items such as 
covers, gas bottles, cable reels, etc.

Handle and plastic wheels for easy movement

Large storage areas

Chrome-plated suspension hooks for accessories ready to hand

Storage space with door

plastic caps to prevent unintentional movements during 
during use to avoid

BRAND-NEW
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Handle and plastic wheels for easy movement

Large storage areas

Chrome-plated suspension hooks for accessories ready to hand

Storage space with door

plastic caps to prevent unintentional movements during 
during use to avoid

Barbecue cart  
PRIME

Art.-No.: 30.200.008
EAN: 7640154916463

Weight: 28 kg
135 x 59 x 81 cm
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Grill grate Ø 38 cm 
Art. No.: 20.550.007
EAN: 7640154913059

Dimension: 88 x 38 x 3 cm
Material: stainless steel, wood

Weight: 1.5 kg

Swivel arm
Art. No.: 20.550.005
EAN: 7640154913035

Dimension: 45 x 42 x 2 cm
Material: stainless steel

Weight: 1 kg

Cover
Art. No.: 20.550.028
EAN: 7640154914124

Dimension: 100 x 100 x 54 cm
Material: woven Polyester

Weight: 0.4 kg

Metal lid for WAVE
Art. No.: 20.550.043
EAN: 7640154916111
Diameter: 80 cm

Material: coated steel

Metal lid for TRIA
Art. No.: 20.550.045
EAN: 7640154916289
Diameter: 100 cm

Material: coated steel

Metal lid for FYRO 80 
and TOP UP
Art. No.: 20.550.043
EAN: 7640154916111
Diameter: 80 cm

Material: coated steel

Stainless steel pan 
10 L with lid
Art. No.: 20.550.044
EAN: 7640154916210

Dimension: 37 x 41 x 18.5 cm
Material: stainless steel

Weight: 1.4 kg

Pan and spit holder
Art. No.: 20.550.049
EAN: 7640154916364

Dimension: 80 x 30 x 3 cm
Material: stainless steel, wood

Weight: 0.8 kg

ACCESSORIES

Grill grate Ø 50 cm
Art. No.: 20.550.020
EAN: 7640154913547

Dimension: 88 x 50 x 3 cm
Material: stainless steel, wood

Weight: 1.8 kg
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ACCESSORIES

Stainless steel-
Cleaning scraper 

«Cleano»
Art. No.: 20.550.052
EAN: 7640154916432

Weight: 500 g

Stainless steel  
spatula «Cuisine»

Art. No.: 20.550.053
EAN: 7640154916449

Weight: 400 g

BRAND-NEW
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Garden fire tongs
Art. No.: 20.550.048
EAN: 7640154916425

Diameter: 56 x 8 x 4.5 cm
Weight: 0.55 kg
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OIL MOOD LIGHTS 
The stylish oil lamps conjure up fascinating shadow images in your garden.  
The enchanting play of the flames provides a beautiful atmosphere on your  
terrace or in the garden. Treat yourself to moments of peace and romance  
with ALADDIN! The lamps are easy to transport and to place in your oasis of 
well-being according to your mood.
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ALADDIN 50
Art.-No.: 50.110.020

EAN: 7640154914933
With stainless steel insert

Color: Black
Weight: 2.95 kg

Dimensions: 22 x 22 x 50 cm



Sommerliving AG
Obere Allmend 9
6375 Beckenried
Switzerland

Tel. +41 41 624 68 68
info@sommerliving.com
www.sommerliving.com

«We look forward to a 

successful collaboration»

«Trend garden fire products 

with attractive POS design».

ALL INFORMATION IS NON-BINDING  |  WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO MAKE CHANGES TO PRODUCT DETAILS 
WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE  |  NOT ALL MODELS AVAILABLE IN ALL COUNTRIES  |  2023.


